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August 19, 2021

Mr. Amir K. Ilkhanipour, P.E.
Senior Civil Engineer
City of San Clemente – PW Engineering
910 Calle Negocio, Suite 100
San Clemente, CA 92673
Subject: Alternatives Analysis for the Montalvo Canyon Erosion Repair Project
Dear Amir,
The proposed Montalvo Canyon Erosion Repair Project (Project) is located in the City of San
Clemente (City) downstream of the Montalvo Canyon Storm Drain pipe outlet and just upstream
from the Pacific Ocean. Figure 1 shows the location of the Project.
The Project area can be accessed from the public beach by crossing under existing railroad and
pedestrian bridges. Access can also be obtained by means of an existing public beach access trail
that descends from Avenida Lobeiro along a 70-foot high, near-vertical sandstone bluff. The bluff is
among the tallest unprotected bluffs in City and is typical of those situated along the coast of
Southern California.
Access to the beach at this location serves an integral part of the City’s Federal Railroad
Administration’s (FRA) Safety Quiet Zone Permit. The permit requires the City to maintain certain
beach access points that pass over or below the existing railroad tracks, which improves the safety
of pedestrians seeking to access the beach.
Currently, the earthen storm water channel that is located downstream of the storm drain outlet is
eroding the face of the adjacent near-vertical bluff. Photograph 1 shows a picture of the bluff
erosion and Photograph 2 shows the relative height of the bluff.

Photograph 1: Bluff Erosion and Overhang
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The persistent erosion is cause for great concern by City staff in that it is undermining the stability of
the bluff. Given that the public routinely uses the beach access trail as shown in Photograph 3, the
possibility exists that a bluff failure will cause injury or loss of life. The existing canyon is shown in plan
view on Figure 2 and in section view on Figure 3.
The threat to the public is exemplified by several events that have occurred in the recent past.
These examples include the following:
•

February 6, 2020: A moderate landslide of the Montalvo Canyon bluff occurred and
temporarily blocked the safe passage of pedestrians along the existing beach access trail.
Had pedestrians been adjacent to the bluff, the slide was of sufficient volume that it could
have caused injury or death. Photograph 4 shows a picture of the landslide.

Photograph 3: Public on Trail

Photograph 4: February 2020 Landslide

•

November 19, 2019: A bluff landslide at Mariposa Point in the City of San Clemente
damaged a pedestrian bridge that forms a portion of the pedestrian trail that fronts the
coastline. The trail was closed while repairs to the bridge were performed.

•

August 2, 2019: The collapse of a bluff in Encino, California, down-coast from San Clemente,
killed three people while they were on the beach. The bluff was configured similarly to the
one in Montalvo Canyon.

•

August 22, 2017: The City of Dana Point closed a portion of Coast Highway approximately
1/2 mile north of the City limits to remove debris from a bluff landslide that occurred a day
earlier.

•

June 8-11, 1999: In approving Coastal Development Permit No. 5-99-109 for a residential
improvement, the California Coastal Commission stated, “Coastal bluffs in the City of San
Clemente are composed of fractured bedding which is subject to block toppling and
unconsolidated surface soils which are subject to sloughing, creep, and landsliding.”

In addition to the threat to the public, a landslide of the bluff could damage two bridges that
parallel the beach and cross the canyon opening. The fist bridge is pedestrian bridge that forms a
portion of the coastal beach trail. The second bridge supports the railroad and is part of the coastal
commuter corridor that serves approximately 3 million passengers per year.
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The City is also concerned that storm water within the channel, if diverted or blocked, could erode
the existing beach access trail. Storm water flow routinely scours the non-bluff, northerly
embankment of the channel upon which the trail is located.
Given the potential risks to public safety, public access to the beach, and the existing railroad
bridge structure, the City has undertaken the development of a project to mitigate these risks. In
order to ensure that the project is proper for this specific location, constraints associated with the
project site have been identified. Project alternatives were then developed and assessed against
the identified constraints.
PROJECT CONSTRAINTS
Multiple constraints characterize the project location. All of these constraints must be respected. As
such, they limit the feasibility of otherwise plausible alternatives. The following identifies and
describes each constraint.
Constraint No. 1: Public Safety
The first constraint is public safety. Project alternatives need to provide for the passage of the public
along the beach access trail without the threat of being injured or killed by the continued erosion of
the bluff. The safety of the beach access trail also needs to be addressed in that the erosion of the
trail could encourage pedestrians to traverse unsafe trail segments created by channel erosion of
the northerly embankment.
Furthermore, if the trail were to become blocked or made unusable, the terms of the City’s Federal
Railroad Administration’s (FRA) Safety Quiet Zone Permit could be violated. The permit requires that
a number of overpass or underpass crossings of the railroad be present. The loss of this particular
underpass crossing would require detours to other crossing points such as the adjacent at-grade
crossing at the San Clemente State Beach, which is inherently less safe.
Constraint No. 2: Confined Canyon Area
The second constraint is the highly confined canyon area. Photographs 5 and 6 shows that both
canyon slopes are exceedingly steep and the canyon bottom is relatively narrow. The tops of these
slopes are constrained by private properties. As a result of this confined area, the selected project

Photograph 5: Confined Canyon Looking U/S

Photograph 6: Confined Canyon Looking D/S
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requires a minimal footprint to allow for the preservation or replacement of the maximum flow
conveyance area possible, while also mitigating the erosion of the southerly bluff and preserving the
existing coastal access trail.
Constraint No. 3: Improvement Durability
The third constraint considers the nature of the erosion to be addressed by the project. The
continued erosion of the bluff represents a significant risk to the stability of the bluff, to the life and
safety of the public, and to the railroad transportation corridor. Therefore, the erosion-protection
solution must be durable and have an extended design life.
Constraint No. 4: Existing Cliff Stability
The fourth constraint is the questionable stability of the existing cliff face. In February 2020 evidence
of instability was exhibited through a localized slide of material from the cliff face into the
conveyance area. Alternatives for the project must not jeopardize or lessen the existing stability of
the cliff face. In other words, the alternative must be non-invasive with respect to the existing cliff
face composition.
Constraint No. 5: Existing Multiunit Residential Structure Foundation
The fifth constraint consist of the foundation of the multiunit residential structure located at the top
of the bluff. The foundation consists of multiple concrete piles that extend down into the material
that forms the bluff face. In places, the piles are visible where bluff material has sloughed off.
Alternatives for the project must not jeopardize the support of these existing pile foundation features
or cause undue interactions with the piles that could lead to their instability or failure. The collapse of
the residential structure would jeopardize public safety in a manner similar to a landslide of the
existing bluff.
Constraint No. 6: Natural Aesthetics
The sixth constraint consists of the natural aesthetics of the location. The site is characterized by the
rock face of bluff with vegetation present along the sides of the low-flow area of the earthen
channel. The channel area is comprised of a natural sandy/gravel bottom. The proposed
improvements should have some natural features associated with them so that impacts to the
existing aesthetic conditions can be minimized as much as practicable.
Constraint No. 7: Project Site Construction Access
The seventh constraint recognizes the project’s location within a canyon area that presently
prohibits vehicular access. As such, project materials need to be comprised of components that
can be readily transported in small batches, preferably by human means. While bulky and/or heavy
components could possibly be lowered into the canyon by crane, the movement of those
components into final position would be significantly problematic, if not impossible, without large
construction vehicles.
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PROJECT ALTERNATIVES
Given the above-stated constraints, alternatives were considered for possible implementation. Each
alternative was evaluated with respect to each of the identified constraints to determine its
feasibility for implementation.
Alternative No. 0: No Project
Consideration was given to not addressing the bluff or channel erosion through the implementation
of a mitigation project. This approach would preserve the existing look of the canyon area and
would eliminate the need for canyon access by construction equipment and materials.
However, past landslides, such as the one that occurred in February 2020 (Photograph 4), give rise
significant concern that the continued erosion of the bluff represents an ever-increasing danger to
the public. There is a precedent for landslides to occur in the future.
Additionally, the loss of trail access by the public by either landslide or storm water erosion could
jeopardize the City’s Federal Railroad Administration’s (FRA) Safety Quiet Zone Permit. This effect
would be the result of pedestrian trail users diverting to other less safe at-grade crossings. For
Montalvo Canyon, the next adjacent crossing is the at-grade crossing at the San Clemente State
Beach to the south, which is inherently less safe than the Montalvo Canyon underpass crossing.
Finally, the continued erosion threatens the integrity of the existing railroad bridge responsible for the
transport of nearly 3 million commuters per year.
Alternative No. 1: Natural Erosion Protection
Natural alternatives for erosion protection such as live log crib walls, root wads, and brush mattresses
all require sloped surfaces or footprints that would significantly reduce conveyance area.
Additionally, their biomass compositions could lead to a rapid destabilization due to reasons
associated with biodegradation. Other natural solutions such as loose rock covered with soil for
vegetation establishment would have the desired design life but would also require a sloped surface
that would significantly reduce conveyance area and impede flow. Lastly, the movement of such
materials into the project area and the placement of the materials into their final position could not
be achieved without heavy construction equipment.
Alternative No. 2: Concrete Wall on Pile Foundation
A vertical concrete wall on a pile foundation would address the conveyance area constraint as well
as provide for an extended design life, but would introduce issues associated with aesthetics and
promote graffiti. Additionally, the limited ability to provide vehicular access to the site inhibits the
construction of the pile foundation that would be needed to preserve the soft bottom of the
conveyance. For example, pile reinforcement would consist of long steel cages that would could
not be placed by hand or small equipment into their final vertical position.
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Alternative No. 3: Concrete Wall on Spread Footing Foundation
Similar to a pile foundation, a vertical concrete wall on a spread footing foundation would address
the conveyance area constraint as well as provide for an extended design life, but would also
introduce issues associated with aesthetics and promote graffiti. The wall reinforcement and forms
would be exceedingly heavy and could not be properly placed without heavy construction
equipment. Lastly, the spread footing would extend into the conveyance area and effectively
change the conveyance bottom to concrete.
Alternative No. 4: Vertical Wall with Soil Nail Tie-Backs
A wall that used soil nail tie-backs to obtain stability would address concerns over conveyance area
limitations and long-term durability. Other constraints, however, could not be addressed with this
alternative. Specifically, the drilling of the tie-backs into the cliff face could be detrimental to
existing stability of the cliff and also adversely affect the pile foundation of the existing multiunit
residential structure. Furthermore, the lengths of the tie-backs would preclude their installation in the
narrow canyon area of the Project. Graffiti issues would also be a concern.
Alternative No. 5: Erodible Concrete Fill
The use of erodible concrete fill would consist of placing a concrete-slurry mixture into the existing
void at the base of the cliff. The surface of the concrete could be aesthetically treated to mimic the
existing surface of the cliff face. As such, aesthetics and conveyance area could be preserved.
However, this alternative does not preserve the bluff’s natural condition.
Additionally, the placement of the concrete-slurry material would require that a clean and suitable
surface be prepared in the existing cliff material in order to promote long-term stability. In previous
projects where this method has been used, the prepared surface consisted of a level bench carved
out of the natural material so that the concrete-slurry could remain stable over its design life. The
modification of the existing cliff material may adversely affect its internal stability and may
jeopardize the continued functionality of the pile foundation of the multiunit residential structure at
the top of the bluff.
Alternative No. 6: Gabion Cage Stabilization
As a means of addressing all of the constraints the presently proposed gabions solution was
developed. The gabions offer a relatively long design life. The relatively steep inclination face of the
gabions results in a manageable reduction in conveyance area that can be replaced by the
relocation of the existing trail. The gabions themselves exhibit a stone face which mimics the
gravel/sand conveyance. The tops of the exposed gabions can also be covered with soil material
and planted with vegetation. The gabions are constructed with small, manageable components
that are compatible with the limited access afforded the site. And with the exception of the small
buried concrete cutoff wall, the balance of the gabion footprint allows for the continued infiltration
of storm water into the earthen bottom of the existing conveyance. Lastly, the gabions do not
interact structurally with the existing cliff face. They are independently stable.
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ALTERNATIVE COMPARISON
Table 1 below lists all of the considered alternatives and the identified project constraints. For each
alternative, each constraint is identified as being addressed or identified as being a hindrance to
implementing the alternative.
Table 1
Summary of Alternative’s Compatibility with Constraints
(Yes or No)

Alt. No. 0
No
Project
Alt. No. 1
Nat. Erosion
Protection
Alt. No. 2
Wall w/Pile
Foundation
Alt. No. 3
Wall w/Spread
Footing
Alt. No. 4
Soil Nail
Wall
Alt. No. 5
Erodible
Concrete Fill
Alt. No. 6
Gabion
Stabilization

No. 1
Public
Safety

No. 2
Confined
Area

No. 3
Imp.
Durability

Constraint
No. 4
Cliff
Stability

No. 5
Residential
Foundation

No. 6
Natural
Aesthetics

No. 7
Const.
Access

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

PREFERRED ALTERNATIVES
A review of Table 1 shows that the only alternative that address all of the project constraints is the
stabilization of the erosion by means of the gabion cages (Alternative No. 6). This alternative would
rehabilitate the existing earthen channel along the bluff with a gabion armoring system and
reconstruct the public trail to minimize the erosive effects of flow in the existing channel. The
preferred project is shown in plan view on Figure 3 and in cross section on Figure 4.
The bottom of the excavated channel will be earthen/sand native material similar to the existing
conveyance bottom. Additionally, the horizontal surfaces of the gabions can be covered with soil
and vegetated to mimic the existing vegetation within the project area.
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The Project would also results in biological improvements to some of the areas disturbed by
construction. Presently, vegetative cover along the existing trail consist of ice plant that has invaded
the canyon from adjacent residential lots. The project would result in the removal of the ice plant
and its replacement with native seeding in the areas where earthen surfaces were exposed as a
result of construction.
Materials used in the construction of the gabions can be brought to the project site without the
need for heavy vehicles and equipment. There will be exported material from the gabion
foundation, the riprap subgrade preparation, and the creation of the new soft-bottom channel
area, but this material can be transported out of the canyon by human-powered means.
The proposed pedestrian beach path will be constructed of a concrete surface with cutoff walls on
either side of the path extending to a depth of approximately 5 feet below grade. This configuration
will provide a safe and stable pathway for pedestrians traversing the trail.
Please call me with any questions or comments.
Sincerely,
STANTEC CONSULTING SERVICES INC.

Roger Chung, PE
Phone: 949 923-6089
Roger.Chung@stantec.com
Attachments: Figure 1: Location Map
Figure 2: Existing Canyon Topography Map
Figure 3: Existing Canyon Section Views
Figure 4: Preferred Project Plan View
Figure 5: Preferred Project Section Views
Preferred Project Improvement Plans
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